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 histone mass = DNA mass
 histones are positively charged
 so highly conserved that
prokaryotic and eukaryotic
histones are similar
 DNA remains wound around
histones even during transcription
but the histones change shape and
position to allow transcription

Packed

 the histone tails and H1 of each
nucleosome interact with
neighboring nucleosomes to form
clusters
 during mitosis, looped domains
coil and fold even tighter
 particular genes always end up
in the same place in metaphase
chromosomes so packing is very
specific

The problem is slightly more difficult for eukaryotes.

mitotic chromosomes

Transcribed

Consider human DNA,
(3 x 109 base pairs) x (0.34 nm between bases) = 1.02 m

 some DNA continually wraps and unwraps from nucleosomes which contributes to the ability of
regulatory proteins to bind to DNA

Why is DNA methylated?
1. to protect from endonucleases
2. to detect errors (see below)
3. to prevent transcription
4. genomic imprinting

ine

m
thy

 6090% of CpG pairs in mammals are
methylated
 this is to detect pathogen DNA and
regulate gene expression
 methylcytosine deaminates to thymine and
this can not be detected
 for this reason, CpG is underrepresented
in eukaryotic genomes because they have
slowly disappeared

Detecting errors
NH3

Why is gene expression important?

 cytosine spontaneously deaminates to uracil

1) Respond to stimuli
 A cell must be able to respond to internal and external signals.

 so, some CG pairs would become UA pairs
 that's why uracil is not used in DNA

2) Differentiation
 There are about 200 different kinds of human cells, and they all have the same genome.
 In order to differentiate, they must be able to express different genes.
 A typical cell expresses only about 20% of its genes.
 Cells are different because they EXPRESS different genes not because they HAVE different
genes.

C
cytosine

CH3
Problem #1

We think that only about 1.5% of human DNA codes for protein so the difficulty is finding the right
gene at the right time.

uracil

Changing base pairs

CH3

CH3

CGATATTUGAATCGTAAACGATC
GCTATAAGCTTAGCATT TGCTAG
3HC
3HC

CH3

CH3

CH3

CGATATTCGAATCGTAAACGATC
GCTATAAGCTTAGCATT TGCTAG

Problem #2

is T wrong or is G?

Base pairing error

CGGTATTCGAATCGTAAACGATC
GCTATAAGCTTAGCATT TGCTAG
3HC
3 HC

Preventing Transcription
 methylation makes histones pack together and prevents transcription
 it also might attract other proteins which block transcription
 the same gene in different tissues is more methylated in tissues where it is not expressed
 e.g., the Barr body is highly methylated
Genomic imprinting
 the methylation is usually maintained through cell divisions
 daughter strands are methylated after replication so the methylation pattern is passed on
 this is how genomic imprinting works
 genes can behave differently depending on whether they are inherited from the father or the mother
because they might be methylated differently
 e.g., Deletion of a region of chromosome 15
Paternal inheritance is associated with PraderWilli syndrome (characterised by hypotonia (poor muscle
tone), obesity, and hypogonadism).
Maternal inheritance is associated with Angelman syndrome (characterised by epilepsy, tremors, and a
perpetually smiling facial expression).
 this means you might show a trait if you got the allele from your mother but not if you got it from
your father
 when you make gametes, you erase the methylation pattern of the DNA and imprint it according to
your own sex
How did this evolve?
1) Paternally expressed genes tend to promote growth while maternally expressed genes tend to
suppress it. Each tries to suppress genes from the other.
2) Methylation helps identify homologous chromosomes for pairing
3) Meant to silence viral genes but accidentally silenced host genes whose silencing turned out
to be beneficial
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So how do cells regulate gene expression?
 all genes do not use all these methods.
 genes in tightly packed chromatin are generally not transcribed

Methylation and acetylation can make a gene more or less accessible.

( COCH3)
acetyl group

Binding of transcription factors affects the rate of transcription.

Alternate splicing can produce different polypeptides.

Posttranscriptional control
mRNA degradation
 the 5' cap and polyA tail can increase the life of mRNA
 removal of the polyA tail speeds up the degradation of mRNA.
 RNAi uses miRNA and siRNA to supress genes.
 acetylation removes the positive charges of the
histone tails
 this causes the chromatin to unpack somewhat
 proteins can access the DNA more easily

Translation can be turned on by signals.

Polypeptides can be modified to affect their activity.

 some acetylation enzymes are also transcription
factors so they might increase transcription by
acetylating and by attracting RNA polymerase

Proteins can be targeted for destruction.
Back

Proteins have to bind to DNA for transcription to occur.
 100s of activators have been identified
 most have a DNA binding domain and a protein binding domain

 the 5' cap and polyA tail help regulate gene expression by affecting the longevity of the mRNA
 other regions of DNA (the control elements) interact with transcription factors to regulate
transcription
 most transcription factors bind to control elements or other proteins or even RNA polymerase
itself

Repressor

*

 activators bind to enhancers

 the bending protein positions the activators
close to the promoter
 other transcription factors bind

* could be 1000s of nucleotides upstream or downstream of a gene or in an intron

Simulation

Back

 the cluster of proteins attracts RNA
polymerase to the promoter
 remember that most promoters are quite
poor at attracting RNA polymerase on
their own
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How do cells express only the genes they need?
What about a group of genes that have to be turned on at the same time?
 remember that all cells have all the same genes
but they are not all active in all cells

 in this case, each of the genes has an enhancer
with different control elements

 remember eukaryotes do not have operons so related genes must be individually regulated

 in some cases, genes that must be expressed at the same time are located near one another on
the same chromosome
 they all have their own promoter and are individually transcribed (this is different from
prokaryotes)

 more often, they are found on different chromosomes*
 they all have the same control elements and so transcription of all of them can be turned on by
the same signal (say, a steroid hormone)

 each cell has only the activators for the
appropriate gene

 an external signal could trigger a transduction pathway that ends in the activation of
transcription factors

* Note the evidence for evolution here: the genome seems to be an eclectic collection of genes
that have been tweaked to work together rather than an organized design. Also, there are only
about a dozen control elements that seem to have arisen by duplication and distribution
throughout the genome.
Back
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Sometimes RNA itself can affect the rate of transcription.
 these are called small interfering RNAs (siRNA) or microRNAs (miRNA)
 about 2025 bp
 essentially the same except siRNAs tend to be very specific while miRNA
can affect several mRNA targets
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5
3

Specific cells have specific proteins that determine
which exons are spliced together.

*

*

4

* depends on the degree of
complementarity between the

1. miRNA precursor folds on itself
miRNA and the mRNA
2. dicer cuts the dsRNA into shorter pieces
3. one strand is destroyed and the other associates with proteins
4. the miRNA then can bind with the complementary sequence on any mRNA
5. this prevents expression by degrading the mRNA or blocking translation

Note: CRISPRCas system is the bacterial equivalent of miRNA
 humans may have over 1500 miRNA that target at least half of all human genes
 miRNA is believed to have evolved as a defense against RNA viruses because they destroy RNA
 they were likely also favored because they allow more finely tuned gene expression
 they are remarkably wellpreserved through all kingdoms
 while new miRNAs tend to be lost functional miRNAs can experience less than a single
substitution about every 100 MY
 they can be used to determine phylogeny

Back

miRNA and disease
 miRNAs have been linked to various cancers because of their role in regulating the expression of
normal cellular genes
 mice given surplus miRNA found in lymphoma cells developed the disease in 50 days and died
in 2 weeks (control mice lived 100 days)
 leukemia can be caused by the insertion of a virus upstream of certain miRNA genes increasing
their expression
 current applications involve using RNAi to specifically knockdown genes associated with diseases
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 the initiation of translation can be used to control gene expression
Arctic foxes typically have a white coat in the winter. In summer, when there is no snow on the
ground, the foxes typically have a darker coat. Which of the following is most likely responsible for
the seasonal change in coat color?

 regulatory proteins can bind with the 5' UTR of mRNA to block the attachment of ribosomes

 in egg cells
 stored mRNAs lack polyA tails of sufficient length to allow translation
 at the correct time during development, a cytoplasmic enzyme which adds polyA tails can be added to
trigger translation of the desired mRNAs at the right time

 or, all mRNAs can be translated simultaneously at the appropriate time during development by turning
on a gene for a protein factor required to initiate translation

 In plants
 mRNAs are stored at night and then light triggers the activation of proteins required for translation

a) The decrease in the amount of daylight in winter causes a change in gene expression, which
results in the foxes growing a lighterappearing coat.

b) The diet of the foxes in summer lacks a particular nutrient, which causes the foxes to lose their
white coat and grow a darkercolored coat.

c) Competition for mates in the spring causes each fox to increase its camouflage with the
environment by producing a darkerappearing coat.

d) The lower temperatures in winter denature the pigment molecules in the arctic fox coat, causing
the coat to become lighter in color.

Back

2012 3.26
Mean

several ubiquitin
attach to the protein
to be destroyed

 a proteasome then
surrounds the tagged
protein
 enzymatic parts of
the proteasome cut
up the protein

 the protein
fragments are
further degraded
by other enzymes
in the cytosol
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 cancer can result from mutation in genes for
 growth factors
 their receptors
 molecules in signaling pathways
 these genes are called protooncogenes
 cancer arises when the gene escapes normal control

 most protooncogenes and tumorsuppressor genes are parts of cell signaling pathways
 when mutated, they can interfere by stimulating the cell cycle or inhibiting it
 mutations in the ras protooncogene occur in about 30% of human cancers

A. Genes that stimulate cell division

1

2

3
1. growth factor binds to its
receptor
3. the signal activates ras, a
G protein
4. ras initiates a
phosphorylation cascade
5. the final step is activation
of a transcription factor
6

6. the transcription factor
turns on a gene that
stimulates the cell cycle

B. Genes that inhibit cell division

Back

 cells also have genes that inhibit cell division called tumorsuppressor genes.
 a mutation that decreases the normal activity of these genes can lead to cancer.

How your DNA makes you an individual . . . or so you thought.
 when we look at the genomes of organisms we notice
1. in general, the genomes get larger as the organisms get more complex
2.  also, the amount of DNA increases more than the number of genes
 e.g., humans have 5001500x the number of bases as most prokaryotes but only 515x the number
of genes
What's going on?
 it seems as though a huge amount of DNA is not coding for protein
 we already talked about introns
 introns make up most of the difference between the length of human genes and prokaryote genes
 this still does not account for the increase in the amount of total DNA
Purple  genes and related DNA
Blue  unique noncoding DNA
Green  repetitive types

 p53 tumorsuppressor gene  mutation found in 50% of human cancers

i.e., generelated DNA is about 25%
of the genome

1. DNA damage is a signal

2. protein kinases are activated

3. p53 gets activated

4. activated p53 causes transcription
of a protein that inhibits the cell
cycle so that the damaged DNA is
not copied

4

e.g., GTTAC repeated
several hundred thousand
times

10,000  300,000 nucleotides each
 copied from one location to another on
the same or a different chromosome

How does p53 prevent cancer?

 can activate another gene (p21) which stops cyclin dependant kinases so the cell cannot divide until
DNA damage is repaired

 it also turns on genes involved in DNA repair

Retrotransposons
LINEs (long interspersed repetitive elements)
 code for reverse transcriptase and contain a promoter and polyadenylation signal so they can copy
themselves to other places in the genome
 these can insert close to a gene and turn it on where it wouldn't otherwise be active
 could be 500,000 LINEs (17% of the genome)
SINEs (short interspersed repetitive elements)
 are short DNA sequences (<500 bases)
 they are reverse transcribed RNAs that were originally tRNA, rRNA, or other small RNAs
 do not encode reverse transcriptase protein so rely on other mobile elements for transposition
 1,500,000 copies (~13% of the human genome)
 most common SINE is the Alu sequence* (280 bp)

 wait for it . . .

 when DNA damage is too great, it turns on suicide genes which trigger apoptosis
So cancer can be caused by overexpressing an oncogene or underexpressing a tumorsuppressor gene.
Back

Alu sequences
 > 1,000,000 Alu sequences in the human genome
 many are transcribed into RNA of unknown function
 have been used to study human evolution because most are found in the same positions in the genomes of
other primates but about 7000 are unique to humans
Other Repetitive DNA
 Human endogenous retroviruses (HERVs)
 98,000 (8%)
 no longer functional
 Mammalianwide interspersed repeat (MIR)
 120,000 copies in humans
 represent an event prior to the radiation of mammals

Repetitive DNA is found mostly at centromeres and telomeres.
 this could mean it has a structural role
 at the telomeres it helps lengthen the choromosomes so this could be why it has been tolerated
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What is the significance of transposable elements?
 most eukaryotic genes are present as a single copy per haploid set of chromosomes

 in humans, only about half our genes are present in single copies (per haploid set) SURPRISE!
(was anything we learned actually true?)
Like we saw in bacteria, eukaryotes also have transposons.

 most exist as collections of identical or very similar genes that originated as a result of transposable
elements
100s of RNA polymerases

(transposase enzymes)

move by a DNA
intermediate

 e.g., the genes that encode the ribosomal subunits
(rRNA)

(these can also move rather than copy)

 the three rRNA molecules are encoded by a single
transcription unit that is repeated hundreds to
thousands of times in one or several clusters in the
genome of eukaryotes

 this allows the production of millions of ribosomes
quickly
*

move by an mRNA
transcript of the
retrotransposon DNA

 human globin genes
 they arose from a gene duplication of an
ancestral gene about 450500 mya and then
diverged by mutation

* encoded by the retrotransposon itself, suggesting that retroviruses may have evolved from retrotransposons

 when they move they are often deactivated and become introns
 current applications of transposable elements involve designing transposons to act as nonviral
vectors for gene therapy
(pseudogenes are green)

Evolution of Human Globin Genes activity

How could gene families have arisen?

 they accidentally
align at the
transposable
element

 early life likely had a minimal number of genes
 as genomes or parts of genomes became duplicated, copies were free to mutate while preserving
critical genes
1) Duplication of chromosome sets
 an error in meiosis can result in one or more extra sets of chromosomes
 the genes can then diverge by mutation as long as one copy is expressed
 continued divergence can then result in a new species
 this is not a rare event
 many plant species arose by genome duplication (e.g., wheat is hexaploid)

2) Duplication of DNA segments
 slippage can occur during DNA replication to create extra copies of genes
 the template moves in relation to the copy so that a segment is either deleted or copied twice

 one chromatid
now has two copies
of the gene

sequence of interest

Template
DNA

DNA pol

Copy

 an unequal crossover can result in one chromosome having a deletion while the other has a duplication

So what happens to the pair that is no longer homologous?
 sometimes they become different chromosomes

 the genes can then diverge by mutation
3) Exon duplication and shuffling
 introns allow segments of DNA to be arranged without disrupting genes
 exons can be duplicated or deleted to make new proteins (remember they often code for domains)
 an exon can be deleted from one chromosome but duplicated on the homologous chromosome
 the duplicated exon could give the protein an extra domain or could mutate into a new exon

 in fact, the human X chromosome has large regions similar to a chicken chromosome and it is likely
that they both originated from a common chromosome in a common ancestor
 this is where the Y chromosome came from (about 166 mya)
 Y is still about 5% homologous to X
 p.s. the human Y chromosome has lost 1,393 of its 1,438 original genes over the course of its
existence. With a rate of genetic loss of 4.6 genes per million years, the Y chromosome may
potentially lose complete function within the next 10 million years (although recent research in 2012
suggests it may no longer be shrinking or at least not as fast)
 in some rodents:
a) the Y chromosome is gone; or,
b) some fertile females have XY genotype and some have XX; or,
c) females are XO and males are XY but males produce Y gametes or gametes with no sex
chromosome because of nondisjunction
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